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Investigations into Optimal Phage Therapy using Simulated Lambda Phage in a Bacterial Population Aaron B. Huttner and Parker H. Mills As bacterial populations rapidly evolve resistance to commonlyused antibiotics, patients increasingly face aggressive or incurable bacterial infections. Pharmaceutical development expenses and regulatory hurdles have significantly reduced the number of antibiotics under development, spurring new interest in using bacteriophage therapy to attack virulent bacterial pathogens. Here we describe a discrete event model that has been developed to computationally simulate the many interactions that occur between co-inhabiting populations of bacteriophage lambda and bacteria. The model's behavior and validity are demonstrated through a set of qualification experiments. The model is then used to aid in the design of optimized phage therapy approaches by describing how changing different parameters help to eliminate simulated bacterial populations. The computational framework for this model was constructed to be modular for easy extendibility. Off the shelf, the model provides users with 15 degrees of freedom in the form of variable parameters with which to modify the model starting state. This model may be useful for understanding and predicting other useful population-interaction scenarios.



Bacterial resistance to antibiotics is emerging as a leading world-wide health concern, with developed countries facing some of the same problems as undeveloped regions. When a bacterial population is confronted with antibiotics, some of the bacteria may have resistance to antibiotic toxicity that they received through either conjugation with other bacteria in the population, or through random mutations. The bacteria that carry this resistance have a competitive advantage, so that when they are exposed to antibiotics, they flourish in the ample resources left behind by bacteria that succumbed to antibiotic toxicity. These flourishing bacteria can then pass on their antibiotic resistance with greater ease to other bacterial populations that it may encounter. Frequent antibiotic use worldwide, regardless of its legitimacy, has been causing patients to face increasingly aggressive or incurable bacterial infections. To counteract this problem, new antibiotics are under development by pharmaceutical companies. Due to profitability concerns and funding issues, however, there are only a few new antibiotics under development, and their mechanisms are not all novel. These practical issues have stimulated a resurgence of interest and research into using bacteriophage therapy to attack virulent bacterial pathogens. To aid the development of new bacteriophage therapies, we have developed a discrete-event simulation model that computationally simulates the many interactions that occur between populations of bacteriophage lambda and bacteria that live in the same location. We describe the model’s behavior under controlled conditions using a set of 1 baseline experiment (n=5 simulation instances) and 4 qualification experiments (n=2 simulation instances). Upon running these qualification experiments, it was observed that the model behaves consistently through these multiple simulation instances. These qualification experiments also demonstrated that when many different parameters are changed, the effects on virus and bacterial populations that result are consistent with reasonable expectations. After qualification of the model was complete, we then used our model to discover what parameter changes will help bacteriophage lambda decimate or control a bacterial population. Parameter changes that confer a strong ability for bacteriophage lambda to diminish bacterial populations are described, so that researchers who genetically design phage therapies might benefit by getting some direction to how to



pursue their research. The computational framework for this model was constructed to be modular for easy extendibility and provides users with 15 degrees of freedom in the form of variable parameters. THEORY Our project aims to use discrete event modeling to simulate the coevolution of a bacterial population and a population of bacteriophage lambda. In this paper, we use this simulation to find parameters that allow bacteriophage lambda to either decimate or control bacterial population. The model is designed, however, to be sound, modular and easily expandable through the addition of other organism types or organism events. This model uses real-world variables wherever possible, using different sources for quantitative data (1-4). There exist, however, two situations where real, observed variables either are difficult to find, or are impractical for simulation purposes. Specifically, using probabilities for random mutations turns out to be impractical since this rate of random evolution is much lower than reproduction rates. Because of this, and because resources are not limited, our model organism populations will expand to a large size before random mutations in populations confer evolutionary benefits or disadvantages. This in turn makes computation time prohibitive before random mutations have a significant effect in the model. To compensate for this, we make the probability of random mutation orders of magnitude larger than it normally would be in a population. Bacteria share genetic information through different transference mechanisms. For this model we simulate conjugation, the method by which bacteria pass genetic information to each other, potentially allowing resistance genes to be shared among members of the population. In order to simplify our model, we do not consider the transference mechanism of transformation. Transduction, transference of genetic material via bacteriophage, is also not considered since the virus population in this simulation is designed to prey on the bacterial population. These transference mechanisms can be implemented into our model framework to provide a more accurate simulation. This simulation was implemented as a discrete event model, which consists of a set of events and a global state. Specifically, the global state stores the properties of every lambda phage and every bacterium in our simulation. The properties that all bacteria and virus share are listed in Table 1. Properties that are individual to each virus or bacterium are listed in Table 2. All of these properties, whether global or specific to an individual, require events in order to change. The event set is a list of every possible action that can occur in this giant population of virus and bacteria. The event set is visualized in Figure 1, where each transition between states is shown in a block diagram. The time at which every event is set to occur (transition states) is determined using exponential-derived times, where a rate is established for each event, but the times at which events occur are calculated using an inverse of the exponential function:



t = − ln(U [0,1]) / λ where λ is the event’s rate, U[0,1] is a floating point (pseudo)random



(1)



variable that is uniformly distributed on the interval [0,1], and t is the time at which that event is then calculated to occur. After times are chosen for all events in the event list, the event that has the shortest chosen time is executed, thereby changing the global state and potentially the internal state of many individual bacteria and virus particles. Although many of the events described by the flow chart in Figure 1 are self-explanatory, many of these events modify viral infection probabilities or bacterial resistance to infection. These “virulence” and “resistance” properties make up the entire genetic evolution module of our simulation. First, every bacteria and every virus has two probabilities associated with it. Table 2 shows these probabilities labeled as prob_surface and prob_enzymes, where the



run for a period of time that is sufficiently long for studied populations to exhibit particular behaviors.



Table 1 Model parameters shared by all viruses and bacteria. Parameter Type λ Phage Bacteria Reproduction rate_secrete rate_reproduce rate_switch progeny Death rate_denature rate_death Infection rate_infection Evolution mutate_prob sr_prob mutate_helps enz_prob mutate_amount mut_inc mut_dec rate_conjugation



first is linked to how the virus recognizes surface receptors while choosing its host, and the second is linked to how enzymes inside bacteria sometimes work to denature genetic material injected by a virus (5). In virus, these represent the probability that an infection, from the virus’ perspective, can occur. In bacteria, these two probabilities represent the chance that an infection will be allowed to take hold in the bacteria. Whenever an infection event occurs, these probabilities are all combined to determine whether the virus particle successfully infects the bacterium. These values are changed in viruses through two different events – ‘lysogenic secretion’ and ‘lytic switch.’ When each of these events spawn new virus particles, these viral progeny inherit the same probabilities from their parent virus, but may also receive a mutation. The mutation process begins by first randomly deciding whether a mutation occurs by using the global state variable Table 2 Model parameters unique to each bacterium and virus particle Parameter Type Infection



λ Phage prob_surface prob_enzymes



Bacteria prob_surface prob_enzymes infected



mutate_prob. If a mutation occurs, then the second step in mutation is to determine whether it is beneficial or detrimental by using the global state variable mutate_helps. Finally, after this determination, the global state variable mutate_amount decides by how much the mutation helps or hurts the virus particle. Bacterial evolution occurs through two different events as well – ‘conjugation’ and ‘reproduction.’ The same mutation process that was described for viruses is implemented for bacteria in reproduction, and a similar process occurs in bacterial conjugation. Upon conjugating, the donor bacterium offers its prob_surface and prob_enzyme values to the receiving bacterium. With random probability the receiving bacterium will add a fraction of the donor bacterium’s probabilities, normalized so that all probabilities remain in the range from [0,1]. Running the model requires only a few different considerations. First the model must be initialized to have a certain number of starting bacteria and lambda phage particles. Starting populations can be modified through internal program variables, since different population sizes may affect behavior that shows up when running this simulation. Also, when using the model for experiments, it should be



FIG. 1. Flow chart visualization of different model states for interacting bacteriophage lambda and bacterial organisms. Each transition between states represents an event that occurs to cause a state change for these organisms.



MATERIALS AND METHODS Computation The model was coded in Java using the Eclipse code editor. Each simulation experiment was run for approximately 30 s using an Apple 2 GHz Intel Core Duo as a test system. Baseline Experiment It was important to establish a baseline before continuing with either model validation or the phage therapy experiment. In order to accomplish this we tuned the parameters outlined in Table 1 so that resulting population graphs exhibit all expected behaviors (e.g., death, secretion, lysis, etc.) and so that we receive a reasonable exponential population growth curve. The parameters were tuned by a combination of trial and error combined with the use of different biologically-representative rates and ratios cited in literature. Validation Experiments The validity of the model was tested by systematic alteration of model parameters. Each result after parameter alteration was compared to theoretically expected outcome. To begin testing the model, we grouped variable parameters together based on their model effects – population growth and evolution. These parameter classifications can be seen in Table 1. Both parameter sets were then modified and tested independent of any other system modification, resulting in four distinct tests:



1.) 2.) 3.) 4.)



Increase bacterial growth parameters by factor of two Increase viral growth parameters by factor of two Increase bacterial evolution parameters by factor of two Increase viral evolution parameters by factor of two



Since these parameters are grouped by expected interrelation, we did not include tests for all possible parameter combinations. Bacteriophage Therapy Efficacy Simulations To simulate how bacteriophage therapies might be developed to most effectively decimate and control bacterial populations, beneficial parameter changes for lambda phage were tested by a series of three experiments, each of which altered a key class of variables independent of other variables. For each experiment three runs were conducted in order to assure the results were averaged. For the first experiment we doubled the rate of infection for the lambda phage. This was designed only to increase the rate at which a virus attempts infection and not the rate of success. In the second experiment we increased rates that affected new phage production by a factor of two: rate_switch, rate_secrete, and progeny. The final experiment saw the doubling of rates responsible for virus mutation: mutate_prob and mutate_amount. We increased the mutate_prob parameter in order to increase the probability that a mutation occurs, while simultaneously increasing the mutate_amount to increase the degree to which a mutation occurs. No attempt was made to alter the way in which the mutation affected the virus. RESULTS Baseline Experiment Table 3 shows the results of running the baseline experiments. Figure 2 shows these results graphically by plotting populations, resistances to infection, infective ability of viruses, and the percentage of bacteria that were infected by bacteriophage. Table 4 shows the results of running all validation experiments. Table 5 shows the results of bacteriophage therapy efficacy simulations. Figure 3 shows a select example of one of the most effective bacteriophage therapy solutions. Table 3: Baseline Experiment Results Pop.
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Bacteria
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Virus
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n/a



FIG. 2. Graphical representations of (top panel) lambda phage and bacterial populations, (center panel) Average resistances for each organism type, and (bottom panel) the percent of bacteria infected in the baseline simulation case. The baseline simulation case exhibits each event type and its effect, listed in Figure 1.



Table 4: Validation Experiment Results % Change Surface Pop. Receptor Efficacy Viral Growth Rate Increase Bacteria 900 10 Virus 7000 44 Bacteria Evolution Superior Bacteria 2900 24.8 Virus 1900 44.9 Viral Evolution Superior Bacteria 2125 37.8 Virus 3250 70.7



% Change Enzyme Efficacy



% Bacteria Infected



0 57.7



31.25 n/a



22.3 70



2.78 n/a



34.4 63.5



9.625 n/a



Table 5: Bacteriophage Therapy Efficacy Simulations % Change Surface Pop. Receptor Efficacy Increase Rate of Infection Bacteria 1917 25.8 Virus 2450 67.8 Increase Phage Production Rate Bacteria 1500 19.9 Virus 7700 32.9 Increase Mutation Rate Bacteria 2250 22.1 Virus 4083 73.6



% Change Enzyme Efficacy



% Bacteria Infected



25.6 41.1



20.1 n/a



9.2 70.6



36.7 n/a



28.3 79.9



14.3 n/a



DISCUSSION Baseline Experiment The exponential population curves we achieved were consistent with what would be expected from an environment with unlimited resources. The unusual structure of the viral population curve is explained through the number of progeny produced during each lysis event. Average resistance for both populations increased modestly over time, as would be expected through natural evolution. When considering the significance of this result, one must keep in mind that large resistance values for bacteria indicate strong resistance, while large values for virus indicate a strong ability to penetrate resistance. Furthermore, the rate of increase over time between the two populations shows evidence of co-evolution. Percent bacteria infected over time are modest, and correlate appropriately with our initial rates. Validation Experiments Having established a baseline for our model, it is important to alter the initial parameters and assert that the outcome is as it should be. For this we chose two groups of variables to vary, independent of the rest of the parameters. For each population (viral and bacterial) we altered “growth” and “evolution” parameters separate of each other and on a per-organism basis. For bacterial growth we increased the growth variables in Table 1 each by a multiple of two. We expected an increase in the overall population of bacteria as well as the rate of increase to be evident in the graph. Average resistance over time should exhibit no significant change; any change that would occur would be attributable to the increased rate of mutation as a result of increased population size (2). Percent bacteria infected would not be expected to deviate sufficiently. After running the experiment we found that the first two hypotheses



FIG. 3. Graphical representations of lambda phage and bacterial populations while performing bacteriophage therapy efficacy simulations. (Top Panel) Increased number of phage produced per virus upon lysis showed a marked increase in the viral population coupled with a large increase in % bacteria infected. (Bottom Panel) Some instances, however, showed viral extinction due to failure to produce a lysis event.



were supported by the results, however, the percent bacteria infected dropped. On closer analysis this result is consistent with a good model, the greater the bacterial population the larger the divisor for the percent infected, and thus the smaller percent infected even though a greater number may in fact be infected. When we increased the growth rate variables for the lambda phage we saw a corresponding increase in rate and size on the population graph. Also, we saw a suppressed bacterial growth rate; this is an expected outcome since the lambda phage prey on the bacteria. Average resistance for both populations did not change significantly. Percent bacteria infected increased substantially, this is expected. When we modified the evolution/mutation variables for bacteria we saw a marked reduction in percent bacteria infected. This is expected since increasing these variables increased both the probability and helpfulness of mutations. Modifying the evolution/mutation variables for viruses lead to an increase in viral population as well as an increase in the ability of the viruses to overcome bacterial resistance. These results are again



consistent with what would be expected from a good model. Bacteriophage Therapy Efficacy Simulations Increasing the rate of infection did not contribute substantially to the ability of phage to successfully infect and destroy bacterial cells. This is explained by the fact that increasing the rate of infection only increases the rate at which a virus attempts to infect bacteria, and not the rate of success. Therefore, if the bacteria maintain a moderate level of resistance increasing this rate should not, and did not, have a significant effect on the model. When we increased the number of phage produced per virus upon lysis we saw a marked increase in the population of viruses coupled with a large increase in the percent bacteria infected (Fig. 3, top panel). As a result the bacteria population was severely depressed. Resistance did not change significantly over the baseline, which is expected. Increasing the rate at which mutations occur did show an increase virus population size, as well as percent bacteria infected. Average ability to overcome bacterial resistance did not increase much over baseline due to the fact that increasing the rate at which mutations occur in no way guarantees that the mutation will be beneficial. Occasionally we saw rapid extinction of either population (Fig. 3, bottom panel). This is entirely plausible. The model was based on exponential random variables therefore it is possible that either bacteria or virus did not adapt quick enough and died off as a result. CONCLUSION The simulation model described here computationally simulates the many interactions that occur between populations of bacteriophage lambda and bacteria. The model was found to exhibit stable behavior and also conforms to patterns of behavior that are expected of the model by performing a set of qualification experiments. When the model was used to simulate phage therapy approaches, it was found that the most effective way to eliminate or control bacterial populations was to increase the number of phage produced, either through lysis or secretion. Using this method results in a brute force approach that overwhelms bacterial populations. This result can be used to guide the design of optimized phage therapy approaches, since it describes how changing the nature of bacteriophage lambda can help to eliminate antibiotic-resistant bacterial populations. Although this model was developed with bacterial-population control scenarios in mind, it remains sufficiently general to be used for other population studies. The model’s computational framework is modular for easy extendibility, and provides users with 15 degrees of freedom in the form of variable parameters. REFERENCES 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
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2 GHz Intel Core Duo as a test system. Baseline Experiment. It was important to establish a baseline before continuing with either model validation or the phage therapy experiment. In order to accomplish this we tuned the parameters outlined in Table 1 so that resulting population graphs exhibit all expected behaviors (e.g.,. 
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